
Team Tenacity Meeting Minutes 1  

 

Date: Monday 22 October 2012 

Time: 1600 – 1700 Hours 

Venue: School of Information Systems, GSR 3.4 

Attendees: Chua Eng Chang 

Gabriel Lok 

Sundaram S/O K. VALLIAPPAN 

Bryan Lim 

Agenda: 1. Team introduction 

2. Supervisor introduction 

3. Value to business 

4. Acceptance Presentation & Slides 

5. Clarification of functional requirements and technicalities 

6. Schedule, Bug and Efficiency metric 

 

No. Discussion Item 

1. Team introduction 

 Teaming issues should not surface 

 Each member should have something to offer 

 Everyone has to contribute effectively and efficiently 

2. Supervisor meeting 

 2 out of Prof Alan’s 4 teams received awards for FYP 

 Key points that will prepare us towards receiving the award will be emphasised upon 

3.  Value to business 

 Most value can be given to sponsor if team is able to analyse the “As-Is” model and 

quantify the problem in terms of costing 

 A goal and estimate can be given to show the upside if the business processes are 

automated 

 Paper based model to automation can transform the business and provide most value to 

it 

4. Acceptance Presentation & Slides 

 Supervisor meetings set on  

1. Thursday, 01 November 2012, 7 p.m. 

2. Thursday, 08 November 2012, 7p.m. 

3.  Thursday, 22 November 2012, 7 p.m. 

 Send MS Outlook invitation to Prof Alan for the supervisor meetings 

 Presentation slides for acceptance should be up before Thursday, 01 November 2012 for 

discussion with prof 

 Storyboards for different use cases should be up before acceptance (at least the main 

modules) -> Balsamiq is a good tool that can be used to do mock-ups  

5. Clarification of functional requirements and technicalities 

 Usage of Java servlets and Apache struts might be a better option, it has a very nice 

framework that facilitates MVC architecture (consider using it over PHP) 

 JavaScript, JQUERY and AJAX will be used to enhance user experience  

 Bryan argues that PHP will still be a better option given the technical expertise 

 Not enough complexity to the application as it can easily be seen as a CRUD application 
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without any sophistication 

 What is the X-Factor? -> Analytics & Functional Usability 

 R will be used for statistical analysis 

 However,  tools have to be used to visually represent the analytics in a way that is 

convenient for the clients 

 Sparkfire and Tabloo can also be explored for the analytics component 

 Twitter Bootstrap is clean for user interface and functionalities  

 Emphasis will be placed on the usability, functionality and intuitiveness of the app rather 

than the sexiness of the UI  

 Dynamic error catching can be implemented to promote good usability and app - user 

interaction 

 Regression testing framework can be set up to study the response time, concurrency, 

bandwidth etc. This will ensure that the application will work smoothly and optimally 

even if more modules are added to it 

 Load testing, JMeter should be used to study the performance issues of the application 

when deployed on the server 

 These studies and additional emphasis on performance and usability will enable the 

project to distinguish itself from being “just another web application” 

 Load the application with sample data so that the testing will be done as accurately as 

possible – application will be fully portable too 

 Operational cost and data should be requested from client to determine pricing and 

recommendations for dynamic pricing 

 What is the opportunity cost to the client of not having the system in place? -> Find out 

the “As-Is” figures to estimate losses to the business without having the system in place 

 This system can potentially be opened up to SSH’s end customers to provide more value 

to its own customers 

 Business has been set up for next phase of the business as the platform will be 

implemented in such a way that it can easily be extended to end customers 

 Whatever analytics component that is built, should be built into the system 

 The underlying mechanisms of R and the analytics implementation should be abstracted 

from staff at the client’s workplace 

6. Schedule. Bug and Efficiency metric 

 Don’t put spread sheet on the acceptance  

 Just show milestones, dependencies between one functionality and another on a timeline 

 High level view of project progress and schedule metric 

 A slide for schedule metric (track by days), bug metric and efficiency / effort (track by 

man hours) 

 Bug metric -> every iteration will have bugs and all the bugs collected over the iterations 

should be trended so that we can determine whether the bugs are getting worse or 

better -> banding should be done so that reviewers can see the bug tolerance level  

 Man hours -> Each task should be given a number of man hours 

 And the aggregation of these man hours will give the total man hours for the project 

 Try to equally distribute the man hours (estimated man hours / how many man hours 

are left), we have consumed X man hours and we have Y man hours left -> adds value to 

project management 

 Track man hours by iteration -> similar to bug metric, banding should be done so that 

information on how far behind or ahead we are can be presented    
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